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OF AUTONOMY, SACRED RIGHTS,
AND PERSONAL MARKS

Shyamkrishna Balganesh

INTRODUCTION

At the height of the Indian freedom movement, Mahatma Gandhi was contacted by a manufacturer of clay tiles with a rather unusual request: permission to use his image as a trademark for its roofing tiles.\(^1\) Gandhi’s response to the request was characteristically direct and pointed, yet equally unusual: “I have no copyright in my portraits but I am unable to give the consent you require.”\(^2\) While no expert in copyright or trademark law, Gandhi was of course an ardent champion of personal freedom and individual autonomy.\(^3\) His inability (a euphemism for unwillingness, of course) to consent to the use was hardly because of an overriding intellectual property right that he recognized. Nor was it obviously because he had plans to use or license his own image for a competing commercial purpose. What then was the basis of Gandhi’s refusal?

Gandhi’s response rather vividly captures the puzzle underlying the “sacred rights” theory of identity-based trademarks, the subject of

\(^{1}\) Letter from Mahatma Gandhi to M. Rebello & Sons (May 31, 1931), in 52 THE COLLECTED WORKS OF MAHATMA GANDHI 218, 218 & n.1 (1999).


Professor Jennifer Rothman’s engaging new article, *Navigating the Identity Thicket*,4 In Rothman’s account, trademark law has long embodied special rules for such identity-based “personal marks,” which include “the portrait, name, or other indicia of identity of a natural person.”5 These rules, she argues, are rooted in the normative ideals of “autonomy and dignity” as they relate to the individual whose identity is at issue.6 She then attempts to explicate the theory underlying trademark law’s treatment of such personal marks, to draw out its broader implications for courts to navigate the cluster of overlapping state rights that regulate the ownership of identity.7

In this Response, I will focus on Rothman’s attempted extraction of a coherent theory from the pockets of trademark law doctrines pertaining to personal marks, focusing on the article’s identification of autonomy as one of the key strands of that theory.8 While the doctrines that she identifies do indeed exhibit critical commonalities, they at the same time operate in analytically disparate ways, which calls into question the identification of a unified normative coherence around them. And while the article associates the law’s special rules for personal marks with the values of autonomy and dignity, it does not specify what such autonomy (and dignity) means within the private law framework of trademark law. In so doing, I argue, it leaves open the likelihood that allusions to autonomy (and dignity) are little more than courts’ attempted rationalizations of their positions, which risks undermining the role of autonomy and other nonconsequentialist goals in trademark and intellectual property law more generally. While the complexities of autonomy are certainly not the focus of Rothman’s already exhaustive article, they nevertheless raise a host of intriguing questions about the theory that she derives from the area.

To be clear, I am not suggesting that nonutilitarian goals are not normatively legitimate within intellectual property. To the contrary, I believe that they do indeed remain crucial to the system’s overall normative pluralism.9 All the same, my concern is that underspecifying the

---


5 Rothman, *supra* note 4, at 1276.

6 Id.

7 Id. at 1336–49 (Part V).

8 Rothman identifies “autonomy and dignity” as the twin strands of this theory. Id. at 1276. Given that the two are analytically distinct, my focus herein is on autonomy rather than dignity, though some of my arguments may be fruitfully extended to the latter.

9 See WILLIAM TWINING & DAVID MIERS, HOW TO DO THINGS WITH RULES 6 (2010) (“Normative pluralism is said to occur when two or more normative orders coexist in the same time-
form and content of autonomy and dignity at play in the rules relating to personal marks gives consequentialist\(^\text{10}\) arguments within the system strategic cover in undesirable ways, some of which Rothman’s own argument hints at.

My argument begins by examining three different senses in which the idea of autonomy might operate within trademark law’s rules relating to personal marks and shows that each of them is critically incomplete or too weak to independently sustain the justificatory burden for the domain. It then examines the worrisome possibility that courts’ allusions to autonomy here are little more than a trope for other considerations. It finally looks at how a genuine commitment to autonomy might be integrated into the principally market-driven framework of trademark law.

I. SACRED RIGHTS AND THE PUZZLE OF AUTONOMY

In what sense does trademark law’s treatment of personal marks further the normative ideal of individual autonomy? While Rothman’s account associates a justification based on autonomy and dignity with each of trademark law’s rules for personal marks, the area as a whole embodies three plausible conceptions of autonomy. Each suffers from serious limitations as a standalone justification for the law’s treatment of personal marks.

A. Autonomy in Identity Ownership?

The first plausible conception of autonomy underlying personal marks derives from their status as property. This conception takes root in the treatment of the “identity” embodied in personal marks as an owned object. The connection between ownership and autonomy has of course been the subject of extensive scholarship and debate.\(^\text{11}\)

---


Ownership in this conception functions as a vehicle for individual self-determination. Property rights facilitate and contribute to human autonomy by enabling individuals to exercise forms of control over objects that are the subject of such rights. This ownership-driven autonomy is therefore analogous to the notion of positive liberty and is decidedly dependent on other additional conditions (for example, primary goods) for its full realization.

Yet central to the autonomy underlying ownership is the existence of an external object that functions either as the end of such autonomy or as the means through which such autonomy is realized. To Hegel, for instance, property represents the actualization of the human will (“personality”) in the natural world, and it is through such property that the will realizes itself. In other words, the object mediates the relationship between the individual and the outside world, and it is such mediation that helps realize the individual’s autonomy. To speak of an individual’s identity as the subject of an ownership interest is largely metaphorical, since it is hardly external in the same sense and resonates only ever tangentially with ownership-driven autonomy.

A variant that has on occasion been put forth as a mechanism of getting around the externalization concern with ownership-driven autonomy is the notion of “self-ownership,” which Rothman identifies as one justificatory strand in the personal-marks jurisprudence. With the idea of self-ownership, the argument is that ownership of one’s self — that is, of one’s body — is necessary for human autonomy, since without it humans are subject to being treated as means to ends and not ends in

---

12 DAGAN, supra note 11, at 2 (noting how property provides individuals with “some temporally extended control over tangible and intangible resources, which they need in order to carry out their projects and advance their plans”). For a similar account that relies on Hegel’s theory of ownership, see Margaret Jane Radin, Property and Personhood, 34 Stan. L. Rev. 957, 957 (1982) (“To be a person — an individual needs some control over resources in the external environment.”).

13 See DAGAN, supra note 11, at 2, 3 (acknowledging this reality and describing it as the requirement of robust background conditions).

14 See id. at 50; Radin, supra note 12, at 957.


16 Id.

themselves. While facially attractive, this argument breaks down on closer scrutiny, since it is predicated on contingent truths about the ways in which humans relate to their bodies, around which the underlying conditions of necessity revolve. As philosophers have argued, autonomy — in the thick sense of being able to plan one’s life — is hardly contingent on such self-ownership, even if in practice such ownership furthers such plans. Extended to an intangible disconnected from the actual physical body — that is, one’s identity — the link between self-ownership and autonomy breaks down even further, since the res being controlled (identity) is to a large extent notional and hardly the unilateral creation of the putative owner (as opposed to a social construct).

Rothman’s discussion of “personal goodwill” rather vividly captures the concern with the need for an external object in discussions of ownership-autonomy. Insofar as a hallmark of such goodwill is its inseparability from an individual, it is treated by the law as inalienable. Yet ironically it is such inalienability — deriving from the inseparability — that calls into question the very claim that there is an ownership interest in identity that in turn furthers individual autonomy. Instead, it highlights the absence of an external object that is the basis of such autonomy. While ownership can thus contribute to individual autonomy, control over one’s identity (even as ownership) through a personal mark hardly does the same and risks producing an indelible circularity: control by law being justified as furthering autonomy when the autonomy inheres in that very control.

B. Autonomy Preservation in Identity Use?

Another conception of autonomy that could justify the law’s treatment of personal marks eliminates the mediating role of ownership and focuses instead directly on the role of identity in furthering the individual’s agency. An individual’s use of their identity is autonomy-enhancing insofar as such identity allows the individual to determine their relationship to others in the world. A core aspect of the law of personal marks was its refusal to impede an individual’s ability to use their identity in trade by granting another a monopoly over a mark, a right that was described in the jurisprudence as a “natural right” to use one’s own name. By restricting the trademark monopoly from extending to personal names, the law might therefore be seen as protecting a sphere of

---

19 See Lippert-Rasmussen, supra note 17, at 117.
20 See Cohen, supra note 17, at 230, 240; Lippert-Rasmussen, supra note 17, at 117–18.
21 See Rothman, supra note 4, at 1311–14.
22 Id. at 1313.
autonomy from incursion. While on its face this argument may seem intuitive, on deeper scrutiny it hides more than it reveals.

To begin with, it is important to appreciate the analytical structure of the autonomy-based argument that is at play. The domain of individual autonomy involved in this conception is logically antecedent to trademark law. In other words, all that the rules relating to personal marks do here is to minimize the reach of trademark law’s grant of exclusivity by preventing it from interfering with an individual’s trademark-independent use of their identity (in or outside of commerce). These rules do little to protect an individual’s affirmative use of identity, even in commerce, except to characterize such use as “natural.”24 Trademark law’s rules on personal marks thus at best preserve an individual’s autonomy in the use of their name (or other aspect of identity), and it is in this preservation that these rules could be seen as motivated by autonomy. Yet two cumulative aspects of this claim weaken its import further.

First, as a purely analytical matter, the harm — or autonomy interference — that the law is protecting against in this conception is one that is entirely a creation of trademark law’s own grant of an exclusive right to a markholder. Recall that the autonomy incursion in question is meant to arise when a markholder attempts to enjoin an individual from using their own name in trade, something that is only made possible because of the right that trademark law grants holders. Absent such a right, the individual’s use autonomy would not be implicated, qua this conception. And to the extent that the attempt to enjoin such use comes from other domains, the limited protection afforded by trademark law is meaningless, since it has little spillover value outside of that domain. In a sense, therefore, what is described as autonomy-preservation might be well recast as a definitional aspect of the right at issue. Yet what this reveals is the artificiality of the connection to autonomy, which is fairly contrived. If it is in this sense that the rules relating to personal marks relate to the autonomy of individuals, it is at best a weak connection.

Second, and despite the rhetoric about the right (to the use of one’s own name in trade) being “natural” and “absolute,”25 courts have long remained willing to prevent such use when it was seen as an act of unfair competition — a category within which they have included a whole host of presumptively problematic behavior, including deception and passing off.26 Rothman recognizes that these limits undermined the absolute

24 See, e.g., Chas. S. Higgins Co. v. Higgins Soap Co., 39 N.E. 490, 491 (N.Y. 1895) (“The right of a person to use his family name in his business is regarded as a natural right, of which he cannot be deprived, by reason simply of priority of use by another of the same name.”).
25 See, e.g., Meneely v. Meneely, 62 N.Y. 427, 431 (1875) (“[E]very man has the absolute right to use his own name in his own business.”).
26 See id. at 431–33 (collecting cases).
nature of the right and acknowledges that the right was never truly absolute, yet she notes that courts nevertheless accorded dishonest defendants “latitude” to continue to use their names for honest commercial purposes when constructing their injunctions. True as that may well be, the very presence of a basis on which courts policed the exercise of these rights suggests an even narrower concern with autonomy than what the preservation claim implies. Put another way, the law merely sought to preserve a domain of use for honest commercial uses by individuals of their own names when trademark law was likely to interfere with such use. Such honest commercial use is hard to see as based on an absolute right of autonomy.

The autonomy-preservation claim may well reflect “respect” for a defendant’s “personality rights” over the rights of the trademark holder, as Rothman points out. Yet such respect does not on its own offer the domain a sufficiently robust standalone justification that is rooted in a concern with individual autonomy.

C. Autonomy by Preventing Identity Misuse?

The most plausible conception of autonomy that justifies this domain of trademark law originates in the flip side of the identity use just described — that is, in situations where the law does not just preserve an individual’s use of their own name, but also empowers that individual to prevent the unauthorized use of their name by others in commerce. Trademark law also seeks to prevent the misuse of personal marks by individuals and entities having no connection to the identity embodied in the mark, by requiring for such use the consent of the individual whose identity is to be used. The Gandhi episode discussed earlier is illustrative. All the same, the requirement applies only when the use is commercial.

Consequently, the rules relating to personal marks may be seen as protecting an individual’s autonomy by guarding against inauthentic market-based uses of the individual’s identity. Insofar as such (mis)use in commerce interferes with the individual’s ability to use their identity to interact with the outside world — even independent of the market — trademark law offers the individual a modicum of protection. In other words, a defendant’s use in commerce becomes unlawful quite independently of the plaintiff’s own use, protection that may be seen as moderately autonomy-enhancing.

27 Rothman, supra note 4, at 1276, 1303–05.
28 Id. at 1304.
29 Id.
30 See id. at 1307–09.
31 See supra p. 343.
Much like the prior version of autonomy just discussed, this version too is obviously a negative one in the sense of eliminating obstacles to an individual’s realization of their own goals. All the same, it is fundamentally different from the autonomy-preservation variant, insofar as the infraction that it offers protection against is not an artificial by-product of trademark’s monopoly, but instead a form of harm that might arise from trademark-independent behavior (that is, impersonation). And it is also affirmative in the limited sense of affording the individual a mechanism of redress at private law. Yet, being principally negative in analytical structure, it requires a clearer understanding of how it seeks to eliminate — albeit through private redress — an interference with autonomy. As we shall see, that autonomy is principally a market-based commercial one — that is, in the use of one’s identity in commerce — which needs to be acknowledged.

At times, Navigating the Identity Thicket appears to suggest that the autonomy at stake is more than just a market-based one. Rothman, for instance, concedes that while the negative protection is “partially rooted in market-based concerns of identity-holders,” it is “also rooted in protecting a person’s dignity and autonomy.” What Rothman appears to be suggesting is that an unauthorized use of another’s identity in the marketplace not just impedes that individual’s own use of their identity in the marketplace, but also influences that individual’s perceived relationship to the outside world. What this still does not fully answer is just how the unauthorized “use in commerce” interferes with the individual’s own identity outside of that commercial context — that is, its spillover effects — so as to raise it beyond “market-based concerns.”

To take an example from the article, how exactly did the sale of

---


33 See Balganesh, Redressive Autonomy, supra note 9, at 161. This is in contrast to the entitlement structure of the putative autonomy claim in the prior variant, which focuses on the overbreadth of trademark protection. Autonomy in that variant is more in the nature of a Hohfeldian immunity, whereas here it partakes of a power. See Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld, Fundamental Legal Conceptions as Applied in Judicial Reasoning, 26 YALE L.J. 710, 710 (1917).

34 Rothman, supra note 4, at 1306 (emphasies added).


36 Rothman, supra note 4, at 1306.
“Dewey’s Chewies” affect Admiral George Dewey’s ability to use his good name outside of the market.\footnote{Id. at 1308–09.}

Now, if the answer is that it interfered with the Admiral’s ability to sell his own brand of chewies, or license the use of his market, the concern is obviously less about autonomy and instead is a “market-based” one.\footnote{Id. at 1306.} The unauthorized use certainly would not have impeded the Admiral’s use of his name in the noncommercial context unless the unauthorized use of the chewies was so extensive as to make the Admiral’s name unrecognizable in any other context, including noncommercial ones, which is very unlikely. If that were true — or even likely to occur — a clear case might indeed be made for the harm to autonomy that the Admiral might suffer. But the only sense in which it is likely to have interfered with the Admiral’s use of his name is in shaping his commercial interactions, by denying him the choice of whether to be represented as associated with or endorsing the chewies being sold under his name. Yet these are primarily “market-based concerns,”\footnote{Id.} rendering it unclear how the law goes beyond them to considerations of autonomy — other than by invoking the idea of individual identity.\footnote{One way of recognizing the nonmarket harm that Dewey might suffer would be to focus on the harm to his reputation (rather than his use of his identity) that might have come about through the unauthorized use of his name. Harm to reputation is undoubtedly a dignitary harm, and as such derives from the normative ideal of dignity. Yet dignity is distinct from autonomy. Whereas autonomy is about control and self-determination, dignity focuses on self-respect and value, and is a decidedly relational ideal. In prior work, Rothman does an excellent job of distinguishing the two. \textit{See} Robert C. Post & Jennifer E. Rothman, \textit{The First Amendment and the Right(s) of Publicity,} 130 YALE L.J. 86, 121 (2020) (“If the value of autonomy strives to promote the independence of persons, the value of dignity presupposes and protects their interdependence.”). To be sure, Rothman invokes both autonomy and dignity in her narrative, though it is not clear if she sees the two as interconnected within the domain of the personal market. \textit{See} Rothman, \textit{supra} note 4, at 1294–318. My focus herein is limited to autonomy.}

To be clear, a market-based autonomy rooted in the commercial representation of one’s identity is no doubt a form of autonomy. All the same, it is again an extremely narrow form of protection for individual autonomy against impersonation, one that is restricted to the market and the realm of commerce. Further, it is analytically unclear how and why this protection — \textit{qua} autonomy — is any different from the protection against misuse accorded to a made-up name (such as a corporate name), except that the law identifies the connection as being natural in one and not in the other.

* * *

\footnote{Id. at 1308–09.} \footnote{Id. at 1306.} \footnote{Id.}
Each of these conceptions of autonomy remains unsatisfactory as a stand-alone justification for trademark law’s treatment of personal marks. Each is hampered by serious limitations internal to the doctrines involved, which significantly curtail the law’s potential focus on autonomy and call into question the extent to which such autonomy is indeed at the heart of the law’s treatment of personal marks.

II. AUTONOMY AS RATIONALIZATION

Despite embracing the idea that trademark law’s treatment of personal marks emanates primarily from considerations of autonomy and dignity, Navigating the Identity Thicket nevertheless concedes in multiple places that these considerations routinely overlap with other market-based ones. This overlap raises two concerns. The first is that the rhetoric and language of autonomy and personality are little more than mechanisms for courts to rationalize their consequentialist intuitions in the language of morality so as to render them more palatable to audiences. And the second is that autonomy as a normative value is notoriously difficult to integrate with other consequentialist or utilitarian values without undermining its very nature. This Part focuses on the first, while the next addresses the second.

Regardless of whether “[w]e are all [L]egal [R]ealists now,” one of the enduring lessons of Legal Realism is its revelation that the formal reasoning seen in judicial opinions routinely fails to capture the full extent of judges’ influences and motivations in deciding cases. This lack of candor and transparency came to be explained either as driven by bad faith, wherein judges actively conceal the real basis of their decisionmaking for fear that it will betray their biases, or instead as the simple result of a mismatch between the “hunch” or intuition at the heart of the decision and the available criteria for the judge to employ in the opinion. In either case, Legal Realists believed judges’ real bases for their decisions to be covered up in their formal reasoning, a process known as “rationalization.”

41 E.g., Rothman, supra note 4, at 1298, 1306, 1324, 1330.
43 See Brian Leiter, Legal Realism and Legal Doctrine, 163 U. PA. L. REV. 1975, 1975 (2015) (“What the Legal Realists taught us is that too often the doctrine that courts invoke is not really the normative standard upon which they really rely.”).
44 For an extreme version of this argument, see generally JEROME FRANK, LAW AND THE MODERN MIND (1930). See also Brian Leiter, Rethinking Legal Realism: Toward a Naturalized Jurisprudence, 76 TEX. L. REV. 267, 268 (1997) (collecting similar accounts).
46 Leiter, supra note 44, at 267; see also Max Radin, The Theory of Judicial Decision: Or How Judges Think, 11 A.B.A. J. 357, 361 (1925). The notion of rationalization is traced back to Freud’s
Rothman is undoubtedly correct to observe that the language of cases dealing with rights in personal marks hints at considerations of autonomy, dignity, and personality. The references to “sacred” rights, “natural and inalienable rights,” and the like suggest the existence of a deontic rationale for these rules. It is, however, possible that this deontic terminology is little more than a formalization of other nondeontic considerations. These considerations need not encompass the formal idea of efficiency; however, the looming presence of the market and commerce in relation to all of the cases that address personal marks cannot be ignored, because it hints at the possibility of consequentialist considerations driving the outcomes.

One explanation for this mismatch is of course the possibility of bad faith reasoning among judges, something that the Realists emphasized. In this version, the real — consequentialist and utilitarian — considerations are consciously hidden from the public reasoning of a judicial opinion and replaced instead with more acceptable arguments from deontic morality. One need not, however, accept this extreme version (of bad faith reasoning) for the same logic of mismatch to be explanatorily significant. A more benign explanation for the mismatch might be found in a phenomenon best described as “radical semantic evaluation,” developed by Professor Jody Kraus as a philosophical defense of explanatory economic analysis in the common law.

On this account, common law terms and concepts that originate with a distinctively deontic meaning, such as “right” and “duty,” over time assume nondeontic, or consequentialist meaning by virtue of their being embedded in a system that is motivated by such nondeontic considerations. This evolution is fueled by the facial indeterminacy of such terms, which allows for their infusion with such contextually determined meaning. Such semantic evolution results in participants within the system coming to understand their deployment of such concepts as having a distinctive meaning within the system of practice that they are in, often one that is removed from their original semantic meaning taken in the abstract.

Radical semantic evolution might well explain the role of terms found in the personal-marks jurisprudence, which semantically imply an autonomy-driven emphasis in the doctrine, one that is nevertheless

---

47 Rothman, supra note 4, at 1299 (quoting, inter alia, Tomsky v. Clark, 238 P. 950, 952 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App. 1925); Hilton v. Hilton, 104 A. 375, 376 (N.J. 1918)).


49 See Kraus, supra note 48, at 328–29.

50 Id. at 332.
hard to square with its working. Terms such as “natural,” “sacred,” and “inalienable” used to describe the “so-called ‘absolute right’” that an individual presumptively has in their own name certainly suggest the presence of deontic considerations, semantically. All the same, even insofar as these terms are used to invoke considerations of identity use (and misuse), the context of their deployment within a market setting — that is, in the regulation of uses in commerce — arguably gives them a contextual meaning that is consequentialist in orientation. In other words, the right to use one’s name for a commercial purpose, or to prevent the unauthorized use of one’s name by another in commerce, may relate to the individual’s identity, but the commercial use of a name imbues it with a different meaning: as a preferential entitlement to trade using one’s own name, a preference that is predicated on a balancing of competing consequentialist considerations.

At least part of the reason, one suspects, for trademark law’s reliance on the language of deontic morality for its doctrinal content in this area is the close connection between the law relating to personal marks and the domains of privacy law and publicity rights, both of which have significantly firmer nonconsequentialist roots principally as a result of their not being limited to commerce. This is a reality that Rothman acknowledges when she notes that claims relating to personal marks were usually brought in conjunction with claims from these other areas. Consequently, it is not surprising that courts borrowed the same language to describe the nature of the interest involved in personal marks, even when the context was unquestionably utilitarian.

The possibility of such semantic evolution in the normative content of the concepts involved is supported by a cursory examination of the manner in which more modern courts deploy the language of the early jurisprudence in opinions that Rothman discusses. For instance, Rothman analyzes the 1875 case of Meneely v. Meneely, which found an injunction restraining a defendant from making any use of his own name in trade to be overbroad, in the process implying deontic origins for the entitlement and describing the defendant’s claim as driven by an “absolute right.” By 1966, we see this view shifting in the same court, the New York Court of Appeals. Even though the court continued to refer to the entitlement in the use of one’s own name in trade as a “right,” it was equivocal about the deontic origins of the right, referring to it as originating in the “so-called ‘sacred right’ theory” and emphasizing that

51 Rothman, supra note 4, at 1299 (quoting, inter alia, Tomsky, 238 P. at 952; Hilton, 104 A. at 376).
52 Id. at 1304.
53 Id. at 1297.
54 62 N.Y. 427 (1875).
55 Id. at 431.
this did not render it “unlimited,” despite what the term might imply.\textsuperscript{57} The majority opinion in that case consciously sought to distance itself from the implicit reasoning of \textit{Meneely},\textsuperscript{58} which a dissent readily called out.\textsuperscript{59} The majority’s response was merely that “[t]he present trend of the law is to enjoin the use even of a family name” when there was a tendency of potential confusion in the marketplace,\textsuperscript{60} more than suggesting (a) that the “right” was a relational entitlement that required balancing, and (b) that it was equally driven by commercial considerations.

Perhaps then, we should be more circumspect about taking courts’ use of deontic language to imply a commitment to autonomy, dignity, or other moral concerns in developing the law, and examine whether a combination of the language and its contextual application indeed merits being seen as a commitment to such concerns in practice.

\section*{III. Integrating Autonomy into the Theory of Personal Marks}

Assuming for a moment that a conception of autonomy is indeed behind some or all of trademark law’s rules relating to personal marks, the critical question that this then raises is whether such autonomy remains functionally compatible with the other consequentialist values that operate in the domain. As we have seen, courts acknowledge that even in relation to personal marks, commercial considerations (predominantly utilitarian) are important in their framing of the relevant rules.\textsuperscript{61} How exactly then is autonomy to be integrated with these overtly consequentialist normative considerations?

Rendering autonomy compatible with other normative values is far from straightforward and is at the root of the concern with incommensurability that has been a staple of debates about the confluence of deontological and consequentialist values within legal doctrine.\textsuperscript{62} For

\textsuperscript{57} \textit{Id.} at 534 (emphasis added). Indeed, the court began its opinion with the observation: “When should a man’s right to use his own name in his business be limited? This is the question before us.” \textit{Id.} at 532.

\textsuperscript{58} See \textit{id.} at 534–35.

\textsuperscript{59} \textit{Id.} at 535–36 (Burke, J., dissenting).

\textsuperscript{60} \textit{Id.} at 534 (majority opinion).

\textsuperscript{61} See, e.g., \textit{Meneely v. Meneely}, 62 N.Y. 427, 431–32 (1875); \textit{Findlay}, 218 N.E.2d at 534.

the idea of autonomy to remain true to its deontological orientation and yet coexist side by side with instrumental considerations within an area, it is crucial for that area to develop a mechanism that integrates the two without requiring either to abandon its foundational tenets. In identifying an autonomy-focused justification for personal marks within the overall utilitarian framework of trademark law, *Navigating the Identity Thicket* introduces autonomy into the mix of normative values influencing the area. Critical to the success of this identification is the presence of a methodology of pluralism that allows autonomy to function within trademark law, without undermining the rest of the domain’s core normative tenets.

While I do not purport to have a comprehensive answer to this challenge, the overall orientation of the doctrine lends itself to a strategy of normative pluralism that some have described as “vertical,” insofar as it advances a “unified theory” with “logically distinct” components. Versions of such integration can be seen in the theories of Kant, Rawls, and legal scholars attempting to reconcile autonomy and consequentialist goals (most commonly efficiency) in the working of legal doctrine, by ordering them lexically and then sequencing the manner in which they are considered as part of the analysis. Adopting this framing for trademark law’s treatment of personal marks, one might therefore argue that the law begins with the recognition of a natural (or moral) right in individuals to control their representation in the world, and thereupon comes to qualify that right sequentially in recognition of the utilitarian framework that the right is being deployed into. The key to the success of this integration strategy is, however, the analytical separation of the autonomy-focused inquiry from the utilitarian one, even if they are both ultimately components of the same adjudicatory framework. In other words, the concern with autonomy ought to be given full and independent ventilation, and only thereafter should it come to be qualified by utilitarian considerations deriving from the overall orientation of the system. What then might this look like in practice?

As an illustration, consider cases that allow a plaintiff to enjoin a defendant’s misuse of their identity when the defendant deploys the plaintiff’s name in commerce without prior consent. The first step in the inquiry would begin with an examination of the extent to which a plaintiff’s concern with individual autonomy is implicated by the

---


64 See, e.g., Chapman, supra note 62, at 1507–12 (Epstein and Hart); Kraus, supra note 63, at 423–25 (Rawls); Ernest J. Weinrib, *Deterrence and Corrective Justice*, 50 UCLA L. REV. 621, 622–38 (2002) (Kant). For a definition of lexical ordering, see Adam M. Samaha, *If the Text Is Clear — Lexical Ordering in Statutory Interpretation*, 94 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 155, 162 (2018) (“Successful lexical ordering creates a particular kind of priority among considerations that might be used to make a single decision.”).
defendant’s behavior. Instead of relying purely on the rhetoric of a “natural” or “sacred” right, the inquiry should instead scrutinize the defendant’s behavior and the extent to which it is likely to interfere with a plaintiff’s ability to represent themselves to the external world — both in commerce and potentially beyond (perhaps analogous to the inquiry in blurring). If that risk is nonexistent or negligible, that should be the end of the inquiry. Otherwise, the inquiry should move to the second step, looking to the practical and introducing various utilitarian considerations into the equation, most of which will be defendant- and public-focused. This framing would introduce a measure of sequenced lexical ordering into the inquiry, which would separate autonomy and non-autonomy considerations during the analysis.

As with any form of lexical ordering or sequenced analysis, the separation is easier to achieve in theory than it is in practice. Courts will of course invariably blend the two in practice. Yet such sequencing will have the salutary effect of acknowledging — beyond plain rhetoric — the plausibility that autonomy, as a separate normative concern underlying personal marks, has a role to play in the construction of the cause of action at issue. And once this happens, it will be on courts to determine whether their deployment of the deontic logic of morality into this domain is more than just rhetorical, or instead a true embrace of normative pluralism.

CONCLUSION

Navigating the Identity Thicket does an excellent job of laying bare a puzzle that appears to have plagued trademark jurisprudence for over a century now. All the same, in embracing the plausibility of autonomy and other deontic concerns motivating the law of personal marks, it stops short of addressing the larger puzzle of integrating autonomy with the overall commercial (that is, consequentialist) orientation of modern trademark law, an orientation that is neither superficial nor recent but rather well entrenched in today’s trademark law thinking.

In so doing, Rothman accepts the idea that autonomy is doing serious normative work in this domain. My principal concerns with the article’s argument are thus twofold: (1) that we ought to be doing more than just accepting courts’ framing (and rhetoric) before believing that autonomy drives the decisionmaking in this domain, even if only partially; and (2)

---

65 See Kraus, supra note 63, at 423.
that even if we accept this as true, the modality of autonomy’s functioning therein deserves further reflection.

None of this should take away from the serious contribution that the article makes to both trademark law and broader theorizing in intellectual property scholarship, which, for the most part, has assumed a utilitarian stance without additional scrutiny. Courts and scholars continue to puzzle over the anomalous nature of trademark’s rules relating to personal marks, an anomaly that may well result in their eventual abandonment.67 Rothman’s article suggests to such skeptics that they would do well to pause and recalibrate their own normative lenses before scrutinizing this domain, and that utilitarianism and commerciality may in fact not exhaust the list of trademark law’s foundational values.